Background. Automated Essay Scoring (AES) is an area which falls at the intersection of computing and linguistics. AES systems conduct a linguistic analysis of a given essay or prose and then estimates the writing skill or the essay quality in the form a numeric score or a letter grade. AES systems are useful for the school, university and testing company community for efficiently and effectively scaling the task of grading a large number of essays.
Discussion. Our experiments and approach are based on Grade 7 to Grade 10 essays which can be generalized to essays from other grades and level after doing context specific customization. Few features are more relevant and important than other features and it is interplay or combination of multiple feature values which determines the final score. We observe that different classifiers result in difference accuracy.
INTRODUCTION

33
Research Motivation and Aim
34
Automated Essay Grading or Scoring (AEG or AES) consists of automatically evaluating the score or 35 grade of a written essay (Cummins et al., 2016) (Dong and Zhang, 2016) (Balfour, 2013) (Chen et al., 36 2010). AES systems are motivated by the need to develop solutions for assisting teachers in grading 37 essays in an efficient and effective manner. AES systems are also useful for students to understand issues 38 in their writing by receiving a quick feedback from a system rather than waiting for inputs from a teacher.
39
Accurate and reliable AES systems are needed by schools, universities and testing companies to be able 40 to manage the grading of essays by large number of students. One of the main technical challenges in 41 building an AES system is to be able to achieve an output which is in agreement with a human evaluator.
estimating the score of an essay written primarily by middle school students. While the framework and 48 methodology presented in our work can be generalized, our focus is on grading essays of school students 49 from Grade 7 to Grade 10. Our motivation is to investigate whether writing skills can be assessed by 50 automatically checking aspects such as richness in vocabulary, word count with respect to the prescribed 51 limit, semantic similarity of the terms in essay with the topic of the prose, usage of active and passive 52 voice, semantic similarity and coherence of terms in the essay body, spelling errors, usage of tense, 53 grammatical errors and sentence lengths.
54
There are several research gaps and open research questions in the area of automated essay scoring and 55 grading. One the research questions pertains to identification of relevant and important textual features 56 which can be used to predict the writing skill of the student and quality of the essay. Our aim is to 57 investigate 9 different features for automated essay scoring task. Few of the features are surface level 58 and few require a deeper natural language processing. Our aim is to investigate the effectiveness of 9 59 features in which few are positively correlated to quality and few are negatively correlated. Conducting 60 experiments on 9 surface level and deep features, positively and negatively correlated features with the 61 score is one of the unique contributions of our work. Our aim is to understand whether our proposed 9 62 features can be considered as proxies to determine the quality of a student essay at the middle school level. between the program and human rater, the SIDE performance was found most effective when scoring 92 models were built using individual item level (Nehm et al., 2012) . In subject specific essays such as Life UCLA's calibrated peer review (CPR) with the Automated Scoring System(AES) (Balfour, 2013 We use the publicly available dataset from Kaggle 1 so that our experiments can be easily replicated and Word Count Ratio This feature calculates the ratio of the word count of the given essay with respect to 134 the specified word limit. Our objective is to measure how far the given essay is from the specified 135 word limit in terms of the extent to which the given essay being either too many or too few words. This feature assumes equal weightage for equal number of words above or below the word limit.
137
This feature uses Python library textstat 2 to tokenise and count the number of words in the document.
138
The score for this feature is calculated as : (1-WC/WL) where WC represents the word count of 139 the given essay and WL represents the world limit provided in the essay guideline. Subtracting the 140 ratio from 1 is a way of normalising the score (equivalent to taking absolute value of the ratio). this feature is calculated by dividing the number of unique words by the word limit. The rationale 183 behind using word limit (rather than word count) is to take care of cases where the ratio may be high owing to the fact that the essay had very few words (essays which are much shorter than the 185 prescribed word limit). A large feature value or ratio implies good use of vocabulary only in cases 186 where the essay is of a sufficient length this influencing the final grade in a positive manner.
187
Semantic Similarity (two features) We propose two features on semantic similarity and coherency. and for each pair of sentences, their semantic similarity is computed using a multi-step process.
194
Step 1: Term pairs are formed and represented as (i,j) such that i belongs to the first sentence and j is repeated for all possible pairs for the two sentences.
198
Step 2: Out of all such scores computed in Step 1, the highest score is taken to be the semantic 199 similarity of the two sentences. We repeat the process ( Step 2) for all pairs of sentences in the 200 document.
201
Step 3: The semantic similarity score of the entire piece of text (either paragraphs or the document 202 as a whole) is computed by taking the average of the semantic similarity scores assigned to each 203 pair of sentences.
204
Step 4: The average score obtained in the previous step is then multiplied by the log (to the base 
212
A high score implies that the essay is fairly coherent.
213
There is a wide range of supervised learning algorithms. Following are the three classifiers used in our 
228
There is a wide range of feature selection and ranking techniques. We use the following two approaches 229 in our experiments. 
Experimental Dataset
246
In this work, we used publically available Hewlett Foundation's Automated Student Assessment Prize Set 7 and Set 8). We selected the essay sets which have highest grade range for experimental evaluation.
260
This allows a wide distribution of grade levels. Overall, we used a total of 4075 essays for training and 261 1263 essays for testing. Table 1 presents an overview of the experimental dataset. Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics presenting the summary of the 9 features in-terms of the central 271 tendency, dispersion and spread for Set 1. presents the five number summary: minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum. Figure   285 2 reveals that the median value of Long Sentences for Set 8 is higher than the medial value for Set 7.
286
Similarly the Q1 and Q3 values of Long Sentences for Set 8 is higher than the Q1 and Q3 values for Set Topic Essay and Vocabulary. In our case, ReliefF ranks Vocabulary and Word count limit ratio very high.
Feature Selection
Confusion Matrix for Set 1 (kNN Classifier) Predicted Class Class A Class B Class C Class D Class A 75 66 0 0 Actual Class Class B 19 380 13 0 Class C 0 8 26 0 Class D 0 0 0 2 Confusion Matrix for Set 7 (SVM Classifier) Predicted Class Class A Class B Class C Class D Class A 10 2 0 0 Actual Class Class B 8 237 55 0 Class C 0 27 100 0 Class D 0 0 2 0 Confusion Matrix for Set 8 (kNN Classifier) Predicted Class Class A Class B Class C Class D Class A 1 1 0 0 Actual Class Class B 9 210 4 0 Class C 0 2 6 0 Class
324
These two attributes have a good correlation and hence only one of them (Vocabulary) appears in the 325 subset that CFS output. CFS algorithm selects 4 attributes out of which both the algorithms agree on Tense which are ranked relatively low by RELIEF. This is due to the fact that CFS also checks for low 329 intra-correlation but Relief ranks them individually. Table 5 shows the detailed performance results for the best performing classifier for the four classes and
350
for the three Sets. Table 5 shows that the accuracy of the kNN classifier for Set 1 with respect to the Figure 4 is derived from information in Table 6 . Table   361 6 and Figure 4 reveals that the overall accuracy for the classifiers kNN, SVM and LR for Set 1 is 82%, 
Interpretation of Findings and Recommendations
373
Our experimental results shows that it is possible to automatically estimate the writing quality and score
374
of an essay written by school age students using natural language processing and machine learning positive however more research is needed to investigate misclassified and incorrectly classified results.
394
We believe that few misclassification can be corrected by making improvements to the system but few 395 misclassifications are not due to the shortcoming of the automated essay grading system and rather due to 396 subjectivity in evaluation and possible human errors. other factors not included as part of our study presented in this paper.
Threats to Validity
409
CONCLUSIONS
410
We present machine learning and natural language processing based approach for automated essay grading. 
